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11 INTRODUCTION
The thesis  aims to  gather and present  information on how the 
Czech pilots who fought in the RAF during the World War II. perceived 
England.  The  topic  was  selected  due  to  my long-term interest  in  the 
history of the Czech men fighting for their country in the British Royal Air 
Force  and  my  conviction  of  the  necessity  to  continue  studying  and 
commemorating their experience and courage. In researching the topic I 
intended to discover the opinions and viewpoints of the pilots regarding 
Englishmen and England in every aspect possible as well as to portray 
the military and political background which influenced the position of the 
Czech pilots during the World War II.
The  first  part  of  the  thesis  is  devoted  to  explaining  the  pilots’ 
motivation to fight and also their reasons to leave the Protectorate.  The 
work commences with the description of the historical background and 
continues with a delineation of the attitudes of  the European countries 
towards  the  Czech  pilots.  It  also  pursues  the  political  motives  which 
influenced  the  countries  and  by  which  they  made  their  decisions 
regarding the pilots. Firstly,  I provide the description of the countries such 
as  Poland,  France and the  UK  from the  Czech pilots'  point  of  view. 
Secondly, the approach is reversed and the attitude of the governments 
towards the pilots is also explained. 
The  second  part  discusses  the  RAF  and  concerns  the 
organization of the Czechoslovak Air Army in Britain.
The third part of the thesis is devoted to the exploration of the 
source texts (biographies of the Czech pilots and other texts which they 
authored  or  which  were  based  on  their  memoires)  with  the  aim  of 
revealing  what  the  pilots  really  thought  about  England. Among  the 
publications  studied  and  analyzed  was,  for  example,  
2'Letec  Alois  Vašátko'  by  Adolf  Vrána,  'Challenge  in  the  Air'  by  M.A. 
Liskutin,  'Velitel Stíhacího Letectva'  by Zbyněk M. Duda, 'Jak se plaší  
smrt' by Antonín Liška or 'Nebeští Jezdci' by Filip Jánský. I also focus on 
describing the milieu in which the pilots lived as well as elements which 
influenced the pilots' opinions.
The quoted parts are in the majority of cases translated from the 
Czech language. The non-translated quotations are marked by *.  The 
originals of the Czech texts can be found in Appendix 1.
32  HISTORIO - POLITICAL PART
2.1 Historical Background
       At the end of the Great War Germany was dissatisfied and humiliated 
by the Treaty of Versailles. In the year 1933 Adolf Hitler seized control of 
Germany and started  to  prepare  the  country  for  World  War  II,  during 
which  Germany  signed  various  treaties  forbidding  them  to  attack  co-
signatory countries.  However  they did  not  observe the terms of  these 
agreements. Europe did not want any conflict during the time when the 
Munich Agreement(29.9.1938) was to be signed. As a result France and 
Great Britain betrayed the republic of Czechoslovakia by refusing to go to 
war. To  their  surprise  The  Second  World  War  began  on  the  first  of 
September 1939. [1]
2.2 Czech Pilots: WE DO NOT WANT TO CAPITULATE
On  the  15th  of  March  1939  Czechoslovakia  was  forced  to  a 
complete surrender - the Nazi occupation  had started. The Government 
did not  take any steps against  the occupation nor did they attempt  to 
resist. They   gave up without any fight, any bloodshed.[2]
The behaviour of the occupiers was described by Z.M. Duda as 
follows:
 'The  first  steps  of  the  occupiers  led  to  garrison 
commands, to airports, to military depots, to barracks, to 
air factories and to workshops.'[3] 
The army had to hand over everything they possessed, including aircraft 
or air bases. The pilots had no chance to change the score, but they were 
far from the total submission. 
       As Zbyněk M. Duda pointed out, on the other hand, there were some 
air  commanders who impelled their  subordinates to join Luftwaffe  and 
Lufthansa. 
'The German army was highly concerned with 
4recruiting  Czech  pilots,  being  rightfully  aware  of  their 
abilities  and  considering  them  as  the  most  competent 
ones. The way they lured them was functioning and many 
times it resulted in the shame of Czechs.'[4] 
       Those who were sufficiently proud and brave to refuse the proposal 
of Germans, but who could not stand the state of idleness, stood between 
two alternatives: to stay home and become involved in an illegal fighting 
against  Germany or to leave. However,  in this time nobody could  be 
absolutely sure about the commencing of the war. Everything indicated 
the war was near and future was entirely unstable.[5]
       In spite of uncertainty,  many of the pilots started to think about 
leaving. They collected information about how to cross the borders, they 
prepared themselves for the journey, searching for allies who could help 
them to  get  out  of  the tie-handed Protectorate  Bohemia and Moravia. 
They were  members  of  the army,  ones who promised to  protect  their 
country - Czech pilots, who were trained to fight. And fight they would![6] 
2.3 Crossing the Borders
Illegal  departures of  the Czech pilots  were described by 
Zdeněk Šmoldas as follows:
       'Immediately after the 15th of March there was not 
even  one  train  on  the  railway  track  from  Prague  to 
Moravská  Ostrava  which  would  left  its  station  without 
Czech pilots as passengers. They tried to look as casual 
and calm as possible. Nowadays we are not able to find 
out (not even from historical sources) who was the first to 
leave the protectorate.'[7] 
The pilots fled to Poland either as individuals or in groups. Mostly 
they went  on foot.  Some of  them were also thinking about  leaving by 
planes but this option was almost impossible. Planes, as well as airports, 
were  seized  by  Germans  who  emptied  aircraft  tanks  and  guarded 
airfields. Z. Šmoldas portrayed the crossing itself in a following way:
5        'They were crossing the borders by many means. In 
the  vast  majority  of  cases  they  went  on  foot,  they  had 
guides to show them the way which mostly led from Hamry 
- Bílý Kříž to Dolní Lomná or from Frýdek to Ligotkak.'[8] 
The guides who participated were members of the organization 'Defence 
of the nation' (Obrana Národa) and people who were willing to help. Pilots 
did not have the knowledge of people who guided them, therefore there 
was a lot of cases of misleading or informing on pilots. The crossing of 
borders  is  described  minutely  in  the  memoirs  of  the  Czech  pilots. 
František Fajtl put down to his diary a following note:
       'Early in the morning of the 11th of June we set out to 
Rožnov  and  then  to  Hutiska-Solanec.  We  looked  like 
backpackers. Following instructions of lieutenant Zbořil, we 
searched for the director of school in Zákopčí, Cyril Mach. 
After a short  talk we went back to the Baroš's Pub from 
where we left in 11 o'clock to the mountains. We went by 
his car  "Praga"...  We climbed a steep bank and became 
exiles.  In  a  couple  of  minutes  we  met  Polish  customs 
officers.  They  stopped  us  and  without  any  violence 
gestured to us to follow them.'[9]
Josef Duda mentioned the leaving in his diary as well:
       'Woke up at 4 o'clock. The morning is very cold but 
shiny. The train is leaving at 5:03 from the Vítkovice station. 
Arrival through the bridge to Místek where we should meet 
the woman who is to prepare the way for us. The meeting 
place was set 500m up stream away from the bridge, next 
to  the  footbridge.  As  a  tell-tale  sign  I  received  a  blue 
hankie...  The  road  leads  through  Místek  and  Dobrá  to 
Pazderna  where  is  set  a  frontier  house.  Chiefly,  we  are 
passing through villages - on the road to the end of a forest 
and then between fields.'[10]
Adolf Vrána, the author of the book 'Letec Alois Vašátko', 
also touched the leaving of the Czech pilots: 
'The  following  day  we  are  leaving  as  tourists  to 
Radhošť. We are staying for the night there and the next 
day we are in  Kunčičky.  As Pavel  instructed,  we should 
leave by the cargo train to the Poland from there. However,
6something  went  wrong  and  our  leaving  should  be 
postponed again. For the sake of this, we are going back 
to Moravská Ostrava to the eatery which is well known to 
us. It was decided there, that we should cross through Bílý 
Kříž  tomorrow.  Our  landlord  will  lead  us.'[11]
2.4 Poland
2.4.1 Czech Pilots' Point of View
Those who went through the difficult path and came to Poland, 
were  not  treated  the  way  they  hoped  they  would  be.  There  were 
significant  discords  between  Czechoslovakian  emigrants.  The 
Czechoslovakian army in Poland was, for a long time, not established. 
Émigrés were situated in unsuitable quarters and nobody seemed to care 
about  them.  It  looked  like  Poland  was  not  interested  in  help  to 
Czechoslovakian army forces. For more the Polish government stayed in 
the  state  of  ignorance  for  too  long.  Members  of  Czechoslovakian 
bourgeois  emigration  started  to  negotiate  the  transporting  of  pilots  to 
France and Great Britain.[12]
Z.Šmoldas observed:
 'As a result of extended and prolonged negotiations, 
French  government  offered  to  accept  roughly  4.000  of 
Czechoslovakian  soldiers  to  join  the  notoriously  known 
Foreign Legion.'[13]
According to the treaties, the soldiers were supposed to sign to 
the Legion for 5 service years, but they were promised to be waived this 
obligation in case of the outbreak of the war. It was believed that if the 
war really broke out, the Western countries like France and Great Britain 
would carry the burden of the substantial combats. The author of the book 
'Českoslovenští letci v boji proti fašismu' also states:
'For  this  reason  was  decided  to  shift  the 
Czechoslovakian  military  units  to  the  West.  In  Poland 
should stay just a symbolic troop.'[14] 
7Even though France was not as much popular between pilots due 
to the Munich Agreement, which was still very fresh in their memory, they 
decided to leave Poland and fight in France.
2.4.2 Polish Government's Point of View
As stated before, the Polish government was not much concerned 
about  Czech  pilots,  especially  before  the  War  broke  out.  Nobody 
understood why Poland did not want to accept new reinforcements. It was 
particularly  not  clear  why Poland did  not  want  to  cooperate  with  their 
neighbours, there could have been originated relatively tight relationships. 
However,  there  could  be  found  significant  reasons  why  Polish 
government attempted to stay out of the Czech pilots’ refugees problem. 
Firstly,  the Czech lands became Protectorate Bohemia and Moravia in 
March  1939.  This  change  meant  considerable  reversal  regarding 
citizenship.  Czech  people  were  no  more  "free"  nationals  of 
Czechoslovakia, but they belonged to Hitler's Reich. The Third Reich was 
entitled  to  claim that  any  citizen  of  the  Protectorate  who  escaped  to 
foreign soil was immediately repatriated. Thus, every single country which 
was entered by Czech pilots, had to be vigilant for permitting them to stay.
[15] 
On this issues Allan Brown stated:
'To  the  credit  of  Polish  authorities,  however,  they 
rejected the option of sending the men back, but equally, 
they  had  no  intention  of  provoking  Germany  by  openly 
integrating them into their forces.'[16]*
Secondly, the Polish government was bussy negotiating their own 
pilots' transfers’ to Great Britain and to France, thus needing to resolve 
their own matters first.
82.5 France
2.5.1 Czech Pilots' Point of View
France welcomed the Czech pilots by presenting to them Foreign 
Legion entrance treaties for signature. Despite the fact that none of  the 
pilots was remotely interested in serving in the French Foreign Legion, 
they were coerced to sign them. The French government, together with 
the Czechoslovakian military authorities in France made a threat of  or 
even handing over the pilots to German hands. The pilots were disgusted 
by this treatment. They wanted to help France in combat, as they were 
prepared to lay their  lives protecting that  country.  However,  there was 
only one chance - to sign the treaty hoping that the war would erupt soon.
[17]   
To serve in Foreign Legion was far from pleasant or easy.  The 
Czech pilots were forced to effectuate the worst work which had to be 
done, and bullying or humiliations were not uncommon.[18] 
 Some of them were assigned to serve under the command of 
Germans, who made use of the situation to take vengeance for escaping 
the Protectorate on them. Fortunately for them, World War II. started soon 
and  there  emerged  hope  for  them  to  escape  from  these  terrible 
conditions. Owing to the treatment by the French  many of them had to face 
a state of weakened health.[19] 
According to the oral promises given by the French authorities, the 
pilots  had  to be released from their commitment and they were allowed 
to join the French army on the battle field.  However, the French were not 
wiliing to do so and the inclusion of Czech force to the French army took 
a significant amount of time. There occurred also problems with ranks. 
The Czech pilots blamed the French for maladministration of their army, 
many of the pilots did not receive their original Czechoslovakian ranks as 
late as they landed on British soil.[20] 
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It was firmly requested by the Czechoslovakian military authorities 
that  the  Czechoslovakian  air  forces  would  form  their  own  wings, 
squadrons  and  flights.  Despite  the  numerous  requests  and  French 
approvals,  very  little  was  done,  the  pilots  fought  separately  under  27 
various squadrons.[21] 
The  Czech  pilots  were  not  impressed  by  the overall  attitude 
concerning the war  reguralry shown by the French.  The pilots  did not 
regard the French because they tried to avoid the war conflict. They also 
did  not  appreciated  attitudes  of  French  with  whose  they  came  into 
contact, they saw their loose morals, elusion from fighting and persistent 
sabotages of missions which were in the pilots' eyes unpardonnable, it 
cost their lives.   [22]
The Czech pilots flew obsolete aircraft which were inefficient and 
could not compete with German modern planes. It seemed that French 
army did not desire to employ the Czech pilots in fights as much. Many of 
them had flown insufficient amount of operational hours both during their 
training as well as during the fights.[23] 
Despite  the  unfavourable  circumstances  and  the  relatively 
unimportant  number  of  Czechs  in  France,  the  pilots  contributed  to  a 
considerable extent to the French defensive operations. [24]
After  the  capitulation  of  France(17.6.1940),  most  of  the  Czech 
pilots decided to leave from France to fight in Britain. The pilots expected 
the French to have helped them in some way in escaping to the Isles, 
however,  many times  they encountered  neglect  from the  French part, 
sometimes they even discouraged them and tried to make their  break 
impossible.  Ultimately,  the pilots  were evacuated  to  the Great  Britain 
either by planes or by ships.[25]
Zdeněk  Šmoldas  in  his  work  'Českoslovenští  letci  v  boji  proti  
fašismu' described the evacuation  of the pilots after the French
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capitulation as follows:
'After  the  French capitulation,  the  evacuation  of  the 
Czechoslovakian pilots, even though there occurred some 
difficulties  and  errors for  the  sake  of  complicated 
circumstances  and  total  disorganisation,  was  executed 
without any significant losses and all ships, sooner or later, 
sailed away in the direction of England's harbours.' [26]
2.5.2 French Government's Point of View
       At the end of the Great War, France was searching for allies, for it 
was still afraid of German military power despite the fact that Germany 
was  vanquished.  Great  Britain  refused  to  conclude  any  alliance  with 
France.  For  this  particular  reason,  it  made  agreements  with  Poland, 
Czechoslovakia and other Eastern European countries. However, at the 
time when the Second World War was about to begin, France was hoist 
by her own petard. Polish troops, as well as Czech ones, came to France 
claiming  demanding  that  it  should  fulfil  old  covenants;  nevertheless, 
France was reluctant to do so. [27]
       There  was  no  evidence  of  enthusiasm  on  the  French  part, 
considering  Polish  and  Czechoslovakian  troops.  Through  the  eyes  of 
French,  for  the  sake  of  Poland,  the  war  against  Germany  had  to  be 
declared. As for the Czechoslovakian army, it  was seen as an useless 
burden, and the Czechoslovakian troops were treated accordingly.[28] 
A.  Brown,  the  author  of  the  book  'Airmen  in  Exile,  the  Allied 
Forces in the Second World War' remarked:
'The  French  had  been  similarly  aloof  with  the 
Czechoslovaks,  with whom the signed alliances in  1924 
and 1925, and by 1939, largely through ignorance and lack 
of  commitment,  the  French  had  formed  opinions  of  the 
Polish  and  Czechoslovak  military  which  were  wholly 
negative,  which  accounts  for  the  bleak  treatment  the  air 
crews received when they decamped to French soil.'[29]*
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2.6 The  United  Kingdom  of  Great  Britain  and  Northern  
Ireland
2.6.1 Czech Pilots' Point of View
To  avoid  blaming  France  and  French  senior  officials  for  every 
inconvenience  which the Czech pilots had to go through it  should be 
pointed out  that  significant  problems which the Czech troops faced in 
France were caused by the Czechoslovakian leadership. The pilots were 
subordinated  to  reckless  officers  who  tried  to  gain  for  themselves  as 
highest ranks as possible, however they did not care for their troops that 
much. A huge gap was created between those who fought and laid their 
lives for liberty and those who administrated the foreign Czechoslovakian 
bourgeois, political and military movement. [30]
By French capitulation, the pilots hoped that difficulties of this kind 
would have been left on the Continent. However, the reverse was true. 
As  the  Czech  troops  landed  on  British  soil  and  started  to  regather 
themselves,  the same problem arose.  Hated and disrespected officers 
were reappointed, even though their misconduct was already well known. 
The Czech pilots protested against such developments and they lodged 
a  large  number  of complaints  .Some  of  these  complaints  were  even 
addressed to the President in exile, Eduard Beneš. The Czechoslovakian 
interim government in exile was well aware of the need for solving the 
crisis. They knew that these protests could be followed by a total rebellion 
and  disobedience;  thus,  they  expressed  their  apparent  goodwill  by 
making some merely cosmetic changes. [31]
The Czechoslovakian government in exile required independence 
for  the  Czechoslovakian  air  force  units  in  Britain.  For  the  political 
propaganda's sake, they demanded allied status and overall control over 
the Czechoslovakian troops. As far as the pilots were concerned, they 
expressed any sympathy to the Government's effort. They saw any
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benefit  in  being separated from RAF and they were highly acquainted 
with the Czechoslovakian leadership. Therefore, when, according to the 
Convention  of  25.  October  1940,  was  the  Czechoslovakian  air  force 
integared  into  RAF,  the  Czech  pilots  were  highly  contented  -  the 
operational command was ceded to RAF officers.[32]
 On this matter commented Z. Šmoldas in a following way:
 'The  disputes  between  the  Czechoslovakian 
representatives  of  the  bourgeois,  political  and  military 
movement  were  not  coincidental,  but  deep-rooted.  They 
characterised  the  Western  Czechoslovakian  bourgeois 
foreign emigration already in Poland and later in France. In 
several variations and intensity they survived, until the end 
of the war, even in Great Britain.' [33] 
2.6.2 British Government's & RAF's Point of View
After the French capitulation, every military force which wanted to 
continue the battle against the Reich, landed on the British soil. It was not 
just the Czechoslovakian troops alone, but significant numbers of Polish 
pilots and soldiers as well, in addition to Free French and others. As was 
known, Britain was suspicious against foreigners in general.[34] 
 Regarding the French, their suspicion did not reach any special 
extent, thanks to their relative knowledge of the behaviour of the nation. 
However,  regarding  'the  Slavs',  the  British  were  not  privy  to  their 
nationalities nor intents. From a certain point of view, Polish troops had 
more advantage against their Czech counterparts due to the agreement 
concluded between Polish  and British  governments  considering Polish 
troops and their sojourn in British Isles. There was no such contract made 
with Czechs, thus whether there should have come the point of decision 
which troops would Britain be able to sustain and which are over her 
limits, it would have been decided in favour of Polish troops.[35] 
The Czechoslovaks belonged officially  to the Reich and,  in the 
eyes of British, as citizens of German Empire, they were being suspected
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of  espionage.  The British overall  attitude towards the Czechs was the 
same  as  that  of  their  attitude  towards  enemy  aliens.  Not  even  the 
numbers played in Czech's favour. The British official statistics said that 
2/3 of Czechoslovaks stayed voluntarily in occupied France(according to 
the  Historical  overview of  the  Czechoslovak  Air  force,  the  number  of 
Czechoslovak  pilots  who  stayed  voluntarily  in  France  is  substantially 
lower  -  30  men,  whereas  until  the  15.  August  1940  there  were  906 
Czechoslovaks gathered in Britan[36] ), which was frown up on by British 
officials.  The  French  put  in  theirs  two  penn'orth  by  implying  that  the 
Czechoslovakian pilots and troops are not of much use and by expressing 
their low opinion on them.[37] 
The British took a complicated stand. Preferably, they would have 
had turned the Czechs backtrack, however, there was no place for such a 
decision, so that they adopted a cautions policy towards them. Originally, 
Britain did not want to apply any allied forces to her military plan, but the 
sheer desperation drew it  to do so.  It  needed every men for Battle of 
Britain.[38] 
The  United  Kingdom  cannot  be  blamed  for  opinion  that  the 
Czechoslovakian  troops  were  military  untried  lot.  According  to  the 
operational and training hours executed in France, this could have been 
true. They were not much aware of how meticulous the training of pilots in 
Czechoslovakia was. There emerged also other matters which needed to 
be solved before the Czechoslovakians would have seen the action in 
Britain. The vast majority of the pilots did not speak English. They had to 
master  at  least  the  basic  terminology  to  be  able  to  give  and  receive 
orders. There was also need to retrain the pilots to British aircraft. Britons 
decided to provide Czechs with English teachers and staff who helped 
them to get familiar with the language as well as with the new aircraft or 
RAF structure. Every Czech pilot was obliged to undergo fixed training
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 before his active service.[39] [40] 
The British government( mostly the Air Ministry) and RAF had to 
face  many  complaints  and  requirements  which  originated  from  the 
Czechoslovakian  Interim  Government  in  Exile.  Many  times  during  the 
whole war, the Beneš's government claimed for their air forces to have 
fully independent status. This requirement was deeply political. If it was 
successful, it would have helped the propaganda to recruit more airmen, 
also it would have raised the prestige of the Czechoslovakian troops and 
it would have shifted the position of Czechs from voluntary reserves to 
allied  forces.  However,  the  British  government  had  never  allowed  the 
Czechs to form the air  force outside of  RAF.  Partly,  this  decision was 
reasonable, since it was evident that the number of the Czechs in Britain 
was insufficient to form the fully independent status air force, they would 
have  soon  faced  many  significant  problems.  Some  demands  were 
pertinent and proceeded from the pilots themselves. For example, they 
were not contented with the extremely high officers-to-men ratio which 
contributed to overall dissatisfaction and lowered the moral. Nevertheless, 
some requirements of  the Czechoslovakian government seemed to be 
inadequate, bordering on senselessness and were obviously directed to 
the political well-being of the government, not to the amelioration of the 
life of the Czech pilots.[41] 
For  the  sake  of  the  relationship  between  the  Czechoslovakian 
officials  and the Air  Ministry,  the Czechs gained the reputation of  'the 
shouts of discontent' in the British government's eyes. However, from the 
other  side,  the Government  was  well  aware of  the contribution of  the 
Czechoslovakian  pilots  to  the  common  effort  and  knew  that  the  4 
Czechoslovakian squadrons conducted well.[42] 
Nevertheless, it is very interesting to go through some parts of the 
document which was generated by someone in DAFL(the author is
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probably  S/Ldr  Hugh  Selingman,  the  document  was  not  signed)  and 
which has never been shown to the Czechoslovaks themselves :
'We  have  always  recognised  the  Czechoslovak  Air 
Force as a political necessity; at the same time we cannot 
but  regard  it  as  a  military  luxury.  ...  Although  national 
feeling runs high in Czechoslovak subjects,  it  is  curious 
that the Czechs think more highly of RAF decorations than 
their own. It is also noted that quite a number of Czech 
personnel  do  not  wear  the  arm badge  'Czechoslovakia' 
because they like to be mistaken for  RAF personnel.  ... 
The  Czechoslovaks  suffer  from  a  very  exaggerated 
inferiority complex, which is especially in evidence when 
dealing with big neighbours,  in particular with the Poles, 
and they are always striving to go one better  than their 
neighbour.  We have, however,  found that is  has been a 
principle with them to ask for more than they think they will 
get and they often undertake what it is not in their power to 
accomplish.'[43]  
It must be emphasized that it happened to be true that some of the 
pilots did not wear the arm badge Czechoslovakia. However, it is crucial 
to explain why did the pilots chose to do not wear it. Mostly, this was the 
case  of  the  311  Czechoslovak  squadron,  later  of  the  pilots  of  the 
Czechoslovak wing. The problem was following: the Czechoslovaks, as 
members  of  the  Reich,  were  not  treated  according  to  the  Geneva 
Convention if captured. There was a thread that they would be tried for 
high treason and that their families in the Protectorate would be killed or 
sent to concentration camp. So that some of the pilots chose rather not to 
wear  it  for  their  own  safety  and  for  the  safety  of  their  families. 
Nevertheless,  there  were  also  pilots  who  even  under  these  tense 
circumstances continued to wear it.[44] 
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3. CZECH AIR FORCES IN RAF
3.1 Military Training
According  to  the  treaty  of  25.  October  1940,  Czechoslovakian 
troops  belonged  to  the  Royal  Air  Force  Voluntary  Reserves(RAFVR). 
Every man, regardless of his military specialisation (fighter pilots, as well 
as ground staff, etc.), had to undergo a military training. For this purpose 
there was established the Czechoslovak Depot, which was later replaced 
by English Operational Training Units(OTU). The training was executed 
on  the  basis  of  the  Imperial  Flying  Training  Scheme.  
The only exception was the Czechoslovakian bomber crews, who were 
trained separately by Czech Operational Training Flight. They had to go 
through  two  stages  of  training  -  Initial  Training  Section  as  well  as 
Advanced Training Section. The Czech Operational Training Flight was 
part  of  OTU, later the separate Czech OTF was cancelled and Czech 
bomber  crews underwent  their  training alongside with  English bomber 
pilots. During the first years of the war, the English Operational Training 
Units were based on the British Isles;  however,  in  the course of  time, 
many of them were transferred to Canada or other destinations, so that 
pilots  were  trained  overseas and after  a  successful  completion of  the 
training were shifted back to Britain.[45] 
Z. Šmoldas commented on this issue as follows:
'New bomber aircraft crews left from the Operational 
Training  Units  to  the  operation  process  completely 
trained...  Every  single  man  was  trained  to  be  able  to 
complete his first operational flight perfectly prepared.'[46] 
3.2 Czechoslovak Squadrons
3.2.1 Fighter Squadrons & Fighter Wing
3.2.1.1 No. 310 Fighter Squadron 
Code Letters: NN
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Motto: We fight to Rebuild
Formed: 12. July 1940
Fully Operational: 17. August 1940
The 310 Fighter Squadron was the first Czechoslovak squadron 
formed  on  British  soil.  The  squadron  was  formed  purely  from 
Czechoslovak  personnel  -  pilots  as  well  as  ground  crew  were 
Czechoslovaks.  The  treaty  of  25.October  1940  requested  that  there 
should have been doubled positions of squadron leaders, until the Czech 
pilots were fully capable of leading their way through RAF military system. 
Every  Czech squadron  leader  had his  English  equivalent  who  was  in 
charge of the total leadership. The squadron was formed just in time to 
interfere  to  the  Battle  of  Britain  and  as  the  number  of  victories 
approved(by the end of October 1940 - 40,5 enemy aircraft destroyed), 
the  pilots  were  valuable  reinforcement  for  British  army.  As  the  vast 
majority of 310 squadron pilots went through the Battle of France, their 
training was primarily based on retraining to be capable to operate British 
aircraft.[47] [48]
3.2.1.2 No. 312 Fighter Squadron
Code Letters: DU
Motto: Not Many But Much
Formed: 5. September 1940
Fully Operational: 2. October 1940
The  squadron  No.  312  was  the  third  Czechoslovak  squadron 
formed  in  the  United  Kingdom.  Due  to  the  abundance  of  staff,  the 
squadron was completed by British members. This squadron had also the 
privilege to  reinforce British lines during the Battle  of  Britain.  The first 
pilots' duty was to defend Liverpool, where they proved their capabilities 
by protecting the city against German bombing. In course of time, their
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tasks  varied  and  according  to  their  duties,as  well  as  other  Czech 
squadrons, they were replaced to diverse bases throughout the country.
[49] [50] 
3.2.1.3 No. 313 Fighter Squadron
Code Letters: RY
Motto: One Hawk Chases Away many Crows
Formed: 10. May 1941
Fully Operational: 10 June 1941
The 313 squadron was the last - the 4. Czechoslovak squadron 
formed in Britain. The lack of Czech personnel was to the extent of the 
incapability of  forming this  squadron  without British ground staff.  This 
squadron was created on the basis of gathering the Czech pilots who until 
then  fought  either  with  English  squadrons  or  with  squadrons  of  other 
allies. The duty of 'the number 313' was to protect convoys of English 
warships. The pilots also served as close escorts for bombers.[51] 
3.2.1.4 Czech Fighter Wing
Fighter Wings were relatively new type of British military tactics 
which proved to be useful. In practice, they enabled fighters to attack with 
higher efficiency. The Czech Fighter Wing was formed in May 1942 from 
the 310, 312 and 313 Czech fighter squadrons at the instigation of W/Cdr 
Alois Vašátko. It constituted the moving to the new base, where all Czech 
squadrons would be together. It also meant that the whole wing must be 
equipped with the same type of fighters(the aircraft which the pilots fought 
until then varied by squadrons). The first and main duty of the new formed 
wing  was  to  keep  watch  the  Canal  -  German  bombers  could  not  be 
discovered by British radars, due to their low flight elevation. The wing's 
further duties were for example to give, close escorts for bombers or to
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effectuate  aerial  reconnaissance  on  French  coast.  
During their operations, the Czechoslovak squadrons' pilots executed 46 
899 operational hours. They shot down positively: 82 enemy aircraft and 
4 aerial bombs, probably: 37 enemy aircraft and 64 enemy aircraft were 
damaged. 84 pilots were lost, from which 12 were captured and 72 died. 
[52] 
3.2.2 Bomber Squadron
3.2.2.1 No. 311 Bomber Squadron
Code Letters: KX & PP(later)
Motto: Never Regard Their Numbers
Formed: 2. August 1940
Fully Operational: 10. September 1940
The squadron No. 311 was the second Czechoslovakian squadron 
formed on the British Isles. For the sake of the aircraft, the bomber pilots 
went through harder beginnings than the fighter pilots did. Whether the 
pilot was not able to communicate in English(it took some time for them to 
master the new language), flying the complicated Wellington Mk. was full 
of  hardships.  Every  Wellington  had  its  crew  which  consisted  from  6 
members (first pilot(captain), second pilot(bombardier), navigator, radio-
telegraph  operator,  front  and  back  air  gunners).  The  crew  members 
scarcely changed - it was needed to have well-coordinated crews which 
would be capable of unanimous thinking. This could be attained just by 
joint war efforts. The 311 squadron operated mainly at night. Their duty 
was to attack objectives in Germany as well as in occupied Europe. As 
examples of their destinations could be named: Brest, Cologne, Bremen, 
Hamburg, Berlin, Hanover, etc. The looses of personnel reached,  in a 
comparison to other Czech squadrons, unexpectedly high number. Due to 
the operations on the enemy's territory, more than 40% of No. 311
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 Bomber Squadron members never returned from their missions. [53][54]
3.2.3 British Squadrons
It should be mentioned, that some Czech pilots chose to fight or 
were detailed to fight in British squadrons. They were in charge of various 
duties. Some of them belonged to night fighters(as for example the most 
successful Czech pilot in Britain, F/Lt Karel Kuttlewasher, DFC & Bar - 
No. 1 Night Fighter Squadron), some to squadrons which were operated 
in daylight. The pilots were found to be members of more than 20 British 
Fighter  Squadrons.  Nor  the  bomber  squadrons  were  without 
Czechoslovak pilots. There were also Czechoslovak pilots who belonged 
to  non-fighting  squadrons  which  performed special  duties  or  transport 
duties. Some pilots worked as instructors in OTUs. Of the capacity of the 
Czechoslovakian  pilots  was  RAF  well  aware,  so  some  of  them were 
British  Flight  commanders,  and  3  of  the  Czech  pilots   had  even  the 
privilege to become British Squadron Commanders (S/Ldr František Fajtl 
-  No.  122 Fighter  Squadron,  S/Ldr Otto  Smik,  DFC -  No.  127 Fighter 
Squadron,  S/Ldr  Jiří  Maňák  -  No.  198  Fighter  Squadron).  The Czech 
pilots fighting in British squadrons shot down overall number of 106 2/4 of 
enemy aircraft, including 2 aerial bombs. They probably destroyed 19 2/6 
of enemy aircraft and they damaged 55 4/6 of German planes. [55] 
As Zdeněk Šmoldas in his work remarked:
'Basically,  in  the  course  of  the  Second World  War, 
there was not a Czech pilot-less battlefield.' [56] 
4 ENGLAND: EVERY CLOUD HAS A SILVER LINING
4.1 Background
When the Czech pilots left the Protectorate, nobody believed that 
they would end up in Britain. It was not their target country. Their genuine 
aim was to get to Poland, where they wanted to stay and fight. The pilots
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experienced almost no cultural or language shock whatsoever. The Polish 
language  was  relatively  understandable  for  any  Czech  speaker  and 
considering the culture, Poland was a neighbour country. What was more, 
the country was Slavic and the manners of Poles were comprehensible 
for the Czechs as well.  However, the Polish negligence made them to 
move to the West.
The ships carrying the Czechoslovakian pilots were heading for the 
French coast. They experienced cultural and language problems for the 
first time. It must be noted  that the Czechoslovakian pupils or students 
learned French and German language at their schools. According to the 
school  report  from 15.  August  1925 of  the Czechoslovak pilots,  G/Cpt 
Josef Duda, CBE(see Appendix 11.4); it  is clearly evident that Russian 
language, Polish language and Hungarian language were also available 
for  learning.  However,  it  remains  veiled  whether  the  Czechoslovak 
students went through some additional cultural studies or whether they 
were solely able to use the given language.  Most  likely,  the language 
education  was  aimed  just  to  enable  them  to  communicate,  not  to 
understand  the  culture.  Although  the  pilots  learned  French,  their 
knowledge was limited and they still  had to do much work to improve 
themselves.  During  the  sojourn  in  France,  they  did  their  best  by 
explaining in French language that they are not German pilots nor spies 
when they were shot down. More than once the civilian population did not 
believe that they fought for France for the sake of their imperfect usage of 
the language. 
It  must  be  also  noted  that  in  the  period  before  the  Munich 
Agreement  was  signed,  there  existed  something  like  "looking  up  at 
France" in the Czechoslovakian circles. France was called "Douce France 
= Sweet France" and was admired, besides other things, for its military 
achievements and bravery of its army. Before the Czech pilots found
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themselves on French soil,  they believed in the sweetness of  France, 
though their overall experience there turned to be rather sour.[57]
One of the Czech pilots, M. Liškutín observed:
'My sweet France did not look like a wealthy country. 
Everything appeared obsolete, greyish and disordered to 
me. Everything I have learned about France was kind of 
incorrect. And the French army which surrounded me did 
not appear as an army strong enough to set at defiance to 
Hitler ... and to conquer him!'[58]
After the French capitulation, the pilots had to act swiftly. They were 
heading to Britain, the only country which was still in a state of war with 
Germany. Regardless to their inability to speak English,  they continued 
their  journey and hoped  that  the United Kingdom would continue the 
effort  to defeat Hitler and would receive them as allied forces. As they 
were  leaving  France,  they  had  no  certitude  nor  information  regarding 
further steps which Britain intended to do. It was unclear whether the Isles 
would be able to sustain foreign troops or whether the English would be 
willing to sustain them. What they could expect from UK was a mystery 
for them. The only certainty was that the Czechoslovakia was deceived 
by Chamberlain in Munich. Finally, on the British soil the pilots were given 
the opportunity to fight  the hated enemy.  However,  they did not solely 
fight there, they lived there as well. They had to face, sometimes even 
fight against the new language, they had to familiarize themselves with 
considerably different life style and customs. 
Every single Czechoslovak pilot had a good chance to form his 
opinion to the British military leadership, the organisation of the RAF and 
to the Englishmen in the role of soldiers. The way they saw the United 
Kingdom was untouched by any former Czechoslovakian education. The 
pilots  were  not  taught  the  English  language,  and  their  knowledges  of 
Britain were limited . [59]
According to testimonies of the Czech pilots, who spent almost 5
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years of their life on the British Isles, a tapestry of 'how the pilots 
saw Britain' could be formed. Even though their description of the country 
and its  people  is  restricted  in  their  narration  (the  vast  majority  of  the 
books  deal  with  the  delineation  of  combats  they  went  through), 
occasionally, there could be found opinions on the English language, the 
British cuisine, the Englishmen, the British weather and, naturally, not to 
mention British women.
4.2 Life In RAF
Before the detailed examining of the Czech pilots' points of view to 
Britain, it is crucial to point out some facts about their life and the milieu in 
which they lived. All these things certainly influenced them in forming their 
opinions. It also reveals to what extend the pilots had the opportunity to 
form their own opinions about the entire country and its inhabitants.
4.2.1 Age
The majority of the Czechoslovak pilots who fought in Britain were 
relatively young. Their age ranged between 20-30 years. There were also 
older pilots, but as a matter of fact they did not execute the operational 
activities  any more (occasionally  they did,  but  it  was very rare).  They 
served as instructors in OTUs or they worked for other related squadrons. 
It was said that the best pilot is teenager, because he does not realise his 
mortality. This 'principle' was widely adhered to in British squadrons - the 
pilots were around 19 and their leaders were not older than 25. However, 
the  Czech  squadrons  were  not  able  to  keep  up  with  it,  due  to  the 
personnel problem. There was lack of pilots so that the age was not that 
important for the recruiters. [60]
4.2.2 Airbases & Staff Rules
The war-time pilots spent the majority of their time on the 
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air-bases. The only opportunity for them to see more than just their base 
was on holidays or on off days .They had the free time as well, but it was 
very limited. It also varied according to the number of pilots in squadron 
(in the case of significant loses the pilots had to hold the readiness even 
though they would under normal circumstances have had the day off) and 
according to the pilots' appurtenance. The fighters had different schedule 
than the bomber  squadrons had.  According to  the study which British 
psychologist  conducted  on  the  soldiers  from the  Great  War,  the  RAF 
came up with 200 operational hours runs (this also depended on pilots' 
appurtenance - the 200 hours runs were calculated for fighter pilots(but 
not  for  night-fighters),  the  bomber  pilots  belonging  to  the  Bomber 
Command had to accomplish 30 flights over the Reich,  for those who 
were  under  the  Coastal  Command,  the  number  of  operational  hours 
varied  according  to  the  aircraft  they  flew).  Every  fighter  pilot  who 
completed  his  200  hours  of  sweeps  (air  strikes  performed  over  the 
enemy's lands) or  every bomber pilot  who accomplished his  30 flights 
was entitled for 6 months of non-operational service. After that the pilot 
had the opportunity to decide whether he wanted to rejoin his squadron 
and complete the other run or whether he did not want to do it. In the 
case when the pilot did not want to become operational again, he was 
offered some other work - mainly he could become instructor in OTUs, he 
could go to London and execute some administrative work or join some 
non-operational squadron such as carriers.[61]
One  of  the  fundamental  part  of  air  bases  were  members  of 
WAAF(Women Auxiliary Air Force) whose duty was(besides other things) 
to track the enemy aircraft and to move their marks on the navigational 
table. Britain was able to communicate with their aircraft and to lead them 
through  the  system  which  was  utterly  unconventional  these  days  - 
radiotelephonic transmitter. The Kingdom had also very important net of 
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radars which enabled the whole air-army to know where the enemy was 
and where he was heading to.
4.2.3 Accommodation/Barracks
The RAF had many types of airbases. The pre-war airbases were 
comfortable and clean. Among their facilities, there could be found the 
swimming pool,  courts for volleyball  or other ball  games. The barracks 
were rather comfortable and they were part of the whole complex. [62]
F. Fajtl described one of the air bases - Honchurch as follows:
'Our airbase is equipped with courts of all types, with 
bathrooms as well as showers. In our officers' mess even 
in  the  non-com  mess  we  have  delicious  drinks  and  a 
pleasant  service  of  beautifully  uniformed  flight 
attendants.'[63]
However, not every RAF airbase was built before the war. There 
were airbases which went up during the war and sometimes they were 
not fully completed. This type of bases frequently did not have their own 
barracks,  so  the  pilots  had  to  live  in  some  kind  of  makeshift 
accommodation which was formed from tofts or other civil objects. These 
airbases were not preferred by the pilots, because there was a lack of 
space.  They  had  to  live  in  crowded  rooms  which  were  highly 
uncomfortable and they had no chance to rest before the fight.[64]
4.2.4 Free Time Facilities
Among the free time facilities should be indisputably named the 
most frequented one - the pub. The pilots went there to celebrate that 
they came home unharmed,  that  they got  away alive  from the mortal 
combat. However, many times their incentives were far from celebration. 
They paid the last respects to their fallen comrades by the round which 
was drunk in memory of them. The pilots also 'scared away the Death' in
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the  pub.  They  used  to  sing,  dance,  shout  aloud  in  an  attempt  to 
completely forget about their situation.  As stated before, whether they 
were lucky enough to serve in some better equipped airbase, they were 
entitled to  go swimming or  to  play some ball  game.  Sometimes,  they 
organised  parties  or  other  cultural  activities.  The  Czechoslovak 
squadrons were well-known for their 'Russian Evenings' parties. Basically, 
the parties were about dancing, drinking, singing and enjoying life. Firstly, 
the pilots sung English or international songs, then they began with the 
Czech ones. They were constantly confirming the Czech saying 'Every 
Czech  is  a  musician'.  They  smiled  a  lot  and  were  admired  for  their 
cheerful natures. [65]
 The vast  majority  of  the  pilots  were  politically  engaged.  They 
sympathised  with  Beneš  -  they  left  their  own  country  to  fight  for  its 
freedom and for  the  re-establishing  of  the  T.G.  Masaryk's  democracy. 
Some  of  the  pilots  did  not  agree  with  the  Beneš's  policy  and  were 
defeatists  (this  was  not  that  frequent,  commonly,  those  pilots  were 
regarded as traitors).  The Czechoslovak army had its  own newspaper 
'Čechoslovák'.  Every pilot  had the opportunity to write  an article for  it; 
however, the newspaper did not want to print politically engaged articles. 
The  pilots  wrote  about  their  successes  and  about  their  lives.  In  the 
Čechoslovák there could be found articles about the homeland country, 
photos from the Protectorate as well as contemplations about the war.[66]
4.2.5 Squadrons
As  stated  before,  not  every  Czech  pilot  fought  with  the 
Czechoslovak  squadrons.  Many  of  the  pilots  were  parts  of  British  or 
'mixed' allied squadrons so they had the opportunity to get to know not 
just  the  British  leaders  and  pilots  but  the  Canadian,  Australian,  Irish 
people as well as members of other nationalities. However, those who
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belonged to the Czechoslovak squadrons had also the possibility to meet 
other  nationalities.  Frequently,  they  shared  the  airbase  with  other 
squadrons  which  were  not  necessarily  the  Czechoslovak  ones.  The 
Czechoslovaks, whether fighting with the Czechoslovak squadrons or not, 
were  surrounded  by  Englishmen.  As  is  known,  for  example  the  313 
Fighter  Squadron  had its  ground crew completely  formed from British 
people.  At  the  beginning,  there  were  also  doubled  the  leadership 
functions (there were 2 squadron leaders - one Czech and one English). 
Another important fact is that the Czechoslovak squadrons were moved 
to the airbases according to the need of RAF. None of the squadrons had 
its own airbase, they rotated. One of the reasons of their rotations was 
relaxation. Those squadrons which were deployed in the fully occupied 
sectors (mainly the airbases located on the British South coast) were after 
some  time  replaced  by  squadrons  which  operated  for  example  in 
Scotland (Scotland was not facing such heavy load of attacks).
4.3 Czech RAF Pilots' Opinions
4.3.1 England Contra France
The first mentions about England and the first opinions about the 
country expressed by the Czech pilots  are the immediate impressions 
which they had when they landed on British soil.  The pilots  frequently 
used to compare between England and France. They were impressed 
with  the  British  order  and  organization.  They  also  appreciated  the 
calmness of Englishman and their precision, which had a positive effect 
on their morale. On the other side stood France - full of chaos and dirt, as 
the  pilots  perceived  it.  According  to  the  Czech  pilots,  the  French 
defeatism was spread amongst all their army. Soon the pilots found out 
that  fighting alongside the French would  be exhausting and pointless. 
Nevertheless, they hoped that France would persist in fighting. 
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However, after the French demission, the pilots were disillusioned, 
disappointed and full of scepticism. It was crucial for sustaining the high 
morale  in  the  Czechoslovak  air  army  that  the  pilots  saw the  English 
attitude which was completely opposite to the French one. Englishmen 
were prepared to stay firm and to defend their country on whatever the 
cost may be. 
The first impressions of S. Fejfar were following:
'All  this  appears  to  be  clean  and  healthy  in 
hear(England),  as if  you come from the household  of  a 
lazy woman, who sometimes drinks even with her father, to 
a the well-ordered one. This is my personal opinion.'[67]
M. Liškutín expressed his first impressions in his 2 books 
'Challenge in the Air' and 'Letecká služba' as follows:
'My memory and the main impression of this journey 
from Falmouth to Royal Air Force Bridgnorth was that of 
admiration. Everything was so well organised and people 
seemed to be extremely helpful. It felt like some form of a 
psychological re-birth.'[68]*
'In comparison to our leaving of Bordeaux, in here we 
could  see  a  beautiful  scene  of  calmness  and 
organisational  competence which  is  could  be  seen very 
rarely.'[69]  
4.3.2 Royal Air Force
Immediately, after the pilots came to England, they were asked 
whether or not they want to join the RAF. It is obvious that all of them 
thankfully received this proposal. This was the reason why they left the 
Protectorate and France - they wanted to fight and RAF enabled them to 
do so. As was said before, the Royal Air Force was the milieu where the 
Czechoslovakian pilots lived. They were in contact with the personnel of 
the airbases, with their higher-rank officers or with other pilots with whom 
they served daily. The Czechoslovakian pilots started to observe
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the behaviour of  the British army. The Czech pilots used to form their 
opinions on the British attitudes towards the military service.  The pilots 
were surprised by the attitudes which the officers had towards the non-
commissioned officers).  The direction  was  more liberal  than  the  pilots 
were used to from the Czechoslovakian army. Often the Czechoslovak 
officers despised the treatment of the English ones.[70]  
 In the Czechoslovak report of June 1943 was stated:
'The relationships between the officers and the men 
are corrupted. Some of the officers behave too familiarly 
towards the men. It frequently causes lack of respect.'[71]
The pilots zoomed on how did English soldiers conducted towards 
their superiors or towards the members of allied forces. In the book 'Letec 
Alois Vašátko' is remarked:
'We are surprised that the English soldiers salute us in 
a  disciplined  way  even  though  we  wear  the 
Czechoslovakian  Air-Force  uniforms.  The  impression  of 
non-opulence, simplicity and mainly of  commonplaceness 
surround us.'[72]  
In  A. Liška's work are found proofs of the observation of English 
soldiers as well: 
'The  Sergeant  even  expressed  his  favour  by  the 
typical aside jerk of the head. It reminded him of the first 
days after his coming to England. He regretted Englishmen 
for a long time. He believed that they suffer from the nerves 
malfunction caused by that blitzes. Only after some time he 
found out that this aside jerk is not a nerve malfunction but it 
is a way of more privileged salutation.'[73]
The Czech pilots also described the abilities of the British staff. It 
must be mentioned that the opinions on the efficiency of the British staff 
varied. Sometimes they were described as skilful and outstanding, but on 
the other hand they were labelled as slow and lazy. The opinion of M. 
Liškutín was rather positive:
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'But  all  the  ground  staff  personnel  of  my  new 
squadron were British. These chaps looked as an excellent 
team and they impressed me in every way. Their reliability, 
efficiency and their friendly spirit can be only described as 
outstanding.  The  squadron  had  a  genuinely  friendly 
environment  at  all  levels,  with  a  wonderful  spirit  of  co-
operation.'[74]*
However,  as  L.  Kudrna  proved,  not  every  description  of 
British staff was favourable:
'At  the beginning,  the Czechoslovak pilots  from the 
313 Squadron were not satisfied with the English ground 
staff.  Our  pilots  did  not  understand their  'slowness'  and 
phlegmatic nature.'[75]
It  was  also  important  for  the  Czechoslovak  pilots  to  find  out, 
whether  the  RAF was  able  to  acknowledge their  qualities.  They were 
proud to accomplish the most difficult tasks. F. Fajtl mentionned this in his 
book 'Sestřelen':
'As always, the lads from the 313 Squadron received 
the hardest task. ... However, it was a great honour for the 
Czechoslovaks;  by  this  was  expressed  that  they  are 
recognized as the best squadron.'[76]
The pilots were evaluating their aircraft, their armament as well as 
the gear. The squadrons were operating various aircraft (this depended 
on  whether  the  squadron  was  fighter  or  bomber,  on  which  type  of 
operations the squadron executed and on many other factors). The pilots' 
points  of  view  were  coincident  with  the  fairness  of  RAFs  decisions 
regarding the equipment.  Even though they went through the situation 
when  they  were  fighting  the  German  Focke-Wulfs  190  on  the  British 
Spitfires  V  Mk  whose  features  were  unequal  to  the  capacities  of  the 
German aircraft, the Czechoslovak pilots knew that they have to wait for 
the renovation and that they would get the new planes when their turn 
came. They were aware that in the RAF did not exist any favouritism and 
that the planes were assigned according to the workload of the
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squadrons. The pilots also expressed their satisfaction with the uniforms 
and the complete gear they received. S. Fejfar put following note to his 
diary:
'The uniforms of the RAF soldiers are perfectly sewn, 
appear  like  if  they  were  tailor-made,  because  everyone 
looks like if he had just left the tailor. ... Every soldier has 
nice shoes, no clodhoppers. The Air Force has light shoes, 
which are similar to the civilian ones.'[77]
In the book 'Jak se plaší Smrt'  was described the pilots' 
gear in a following way:
'... He pulled the white service sweater over his head. 
It is warm, made from the genuine sheep's wool. ... Than 
he is putting on the battledress and the high aircraft boots. 
There  is  a  lambskin  inside  and  they  are  warm  and 
comfortable.  The King spares no expense on his  pilots, 
they have the firs-rate gear.'[78]
4.3.3  English Language 
As was stated before, the Czechoslovak pilots were without any 
knowledge of the English language when they found themselves on the 
British soil. They had some level of knowledge of the German language 
as  well  as  the  French  language.  Their  ability  to  speak  French  was 
ameliorated,  nevertheless,  nobody  was  able  to  speak  English.  The 
impossibility of communication could not last for long. The pilots wanted 
to  join  the  RAF,  to  go  into  action.  The  need  of  mastering  the  new 
language was crucial  even for  the sake of  managing their  lives.  They 
needed the language tool in every aspect of their lives in Britain, besides 
other  things  for  establishing  relationships  with  their  new comrades  or 
simply for courting the British women. Every pilot dealt with this need in 
his own way. Some of them started studying even before they reached 
the UK. As an example could be named W/Cdr Alois Vašátko, DFC(called 
by his comrades Amos) who did not wait for the RAF's teaching and who
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 was teaching himself during the voyage. 
'Amos surprised us again. He brought some English 
grammars to the shiny deck and started studying. A cluster 
of students was formed around him and immediately they 
started working.'[79]
However, not everybody was as eager. The other Czechoslovak 
pilots waited for the help of an expert. The RAF took into consideration 
the language proficiency of the pilots as well.  They prepared for them 
learning programmes which were led by experienced lecturers. The most 
important aim of each programme was to teach the pilots the technical 
vocabulary and the specialized terminology from the aeronautic field and 
to  enable  them  to  understand  the  basic  commands.  Due  to  the 
radiotelephonic  contact  between  the  pilot  and  his  base,  it  was  utterly 
crucial  for  every  pilot  to  have  mastered  the  language  perfectly.  The 
English system of navigation of the aircraft was based on pilot to base 
communication. A description of the teaching could be for example found 
in  3  following   pilots'  experiences  recorded  in  the  books  'Letec  Alois 
Vašátko', 'Osudy palubního střelce' and 'Challenge in the Air':
'In  a  short  period  of  time  we  familiarize  the  new 
terminology. 'Peruť' is a squadron, 'letka' is a flight A or a 
flight B, 'hotovost' is a readiness. We also master a range 
of other terms which later interfere into our Czech.'[80]
'Sitting around in classrooms, sometimes even on the 
aerodrome had to  accomplish  an  unquestioning  aim:  to 
teach the pilots serving in the Royal Air Force to master 
the English language. So that the lessons of grammar and 
conversations were added, the basic military specialized 
terminology were learned by heart.'[81]
'Instead  of  flying,  I  had  to  face  hard  work  in  the 
classroom.  Learning  about  the  Royal  Air  Force,  about 
Britain and particularly, mastering the English language. I 
am sure that learning the language was the most pressing 
task and I have to admit that until then my knowledge of 
English remained rather limited.'[82]*
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The pilots were well aware of the difficulty of learning English. For 
this reason the language was described by many of them as tough and 
rather  complicated.  It  was  nothing  exceptional  whether  the  pilot  was 
helped in learning by some additional teachers for example the British or 
other  English-speaking  comrades  of  the  pilots  or  beautiful  women  of 
British  origin.  Sometimes  it  also  occurred  that  the  pilots  utilized  their 
knowledge of other languages to learn English as is decsribed in the book 
'V Uniformě RAF':
'I  did  not  speak  English  well  these  days.  The very 
language  was  the  biggest  problem  of  all  the 
Czechoslovaks. ... My squadron leader found one Belgian 
pilot who mastered English perfectly. He had to teach me 
English during couple of hours a day.'[83]
The  skill  to  speak  French  appeared  to  be  the  utmost  helpful  one.  
A. Vašátko was one of those who exploited their ability to speak French:
'I often see him in a company of the education officer 
whom he keeps busy with studying English considerably 
more than anybody else does. His knowledge of German 
and French is now helping him in studying English.'[84]
In spite of the fact that the Czechoslovak pilots were not permitted 
to speak Czech during their  operational flights,  after they landed there 
was no such prohibition. The Czech language was spoken widely and it 
affected the British ground crew as well as the English milieu affected the 
Czechoslovak pilots. The staff personnel started to understand and even 
began to learn the Czech language. However, it remains veiled whether 
they were mastering the standard Czech language or whether the pilots 
taught  them just  some selected  vocabulary.  E.  Mikulenka,  one  of  the 
Czech bomber pilots, remembered :
'The biggest problem was the English language, but 
even that we mastered soon. One curiosity: as quickly as 
we learned the English, our instructors learned the Czech. 
And what type of language they mastered... is not worth
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describing  precisely.  I  remember  one  aircraft  mechanic 
who learned the Czech very quickly and his speech gave 
the impression of the typical Prague accent.'[85]
Considering the Czech language, it was not surprising that one of 
the biggest problems for Englishmen were the typical Czech vowels as for 
example 'ř' . There occurred words which were almost unpronounceable 
for them. They experienced various difficulties in pronouncing some of the 
names of the Czechoslovak pilots. However, in comparison to the efforts 
which the Czech pilots had to make for master the English language, this 
was just a little inconvenience. As F. Jánský describes in his book 
'Nebeští Jezdci', the name of Řeřicha caused particular problems:
'When Pavel introduces himself to the caller, the 
Englishmen are lost. The name of 'Řeřicha' is terrible for 
them.'[86]
4.3.4 Englishmen, Englishness & English Manners
Besides the milieu,  there was a significant number of  novelties 
which the Czech pilots  had to  manage.  As they were getting used to 
England, they were observing the Englishmen and their  manners.  The 
British character was step by step revealed and they started to acquaint 
the  differences  between  the  Czech  people  and the  inhabitants  of  the 
Isles. According to the Czechoslovak pilots the Englishmen were calm, 
disciplined,  optimistic  and they naively believed in pacifism. The pilots 
also  mention  the  aloofness  of  the  British,  they  seemed  to  them 
phlegmatic,  indifferent  and  insensitive,  however  they  admit  that  the 
English nature was confusing to them and rather veiled than clear.
F. Fajtl observed:
'The Belgians, I served with 5 of them in my squadron, 
showed their interest in flying more vividly than the calm 
Britons.'[87]
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In the books 'Osudy palubního střelce' and 'Sestřelen' is written:
'Thanks  to  all  those  tiny  but  immensely  welcomed 
favours  was  clear  that  the  heart  of  the  'ice-cold' 
Englishman could be warm and human as well.'[88]
'However,  by  the  astonishing  victory  was  reached 
much more: the Britons started to perceive the life and the 
fight from other point of view that just from the position of 
their  comfortable  optimism  and  incredibly  naive 
pacifism.'[89]
Stanislav Fejfar expressed his opinion as follows:
'The  mentality  of  an  Englishman  is  hard  to 
understand.  I would say that they are more hardened and 
less approachable to any kind of feelings.'[90]
However,  after  all  the  British  were  described  as  helpful  and 
friendly. It took some time for the Czechoslovakian pilots to get on with 
them.  Nevertheless,  many  of  these  relationships  then  developed  into 
strong  long  lasting  comradeships  which  endured  during  the  war  and 
continued on even after its end. The book 'Letec Alois Vašátko'  and M. 
Liskutin in his 'Challenge in the Air' confirmed it:
'Even  in  here  'at  home'  they  (the  English)  are 
disciplined, helpful to others and cheerful in games.'[91]
'We  also  had  a  few  British  airmen  serving  as 
telephone  operators  and  drivers.  These  chaps  were 
always extremely helpful and friendly.'[92]*
Certainly,  it  was  not  easy  for  Englishmen  to  understand  those 
'always happy and cheerful' Czechs as well. The character of these two 
nationalities was entirely diverse. The Czechoslovaks were not backward 
in coming forward and they did not pull their punches. They did their best 
to  succeed  and  they  wanted  everybody  to  know  about  their 
achievements. They were strongly competitive. When the Czechs were 
amusing themselves, it was always in a noisy manner. They sung their 
favourite songs, they took drinks and enjoyed their life. After some time
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 the Englishmen started to understand the Czech type of entertainment. 
They even started to admire it and they were frequent attendants of the 
Czechoslovakian parties. [93]
One of the Czech pilots, F. Fajtl remarked:
'The mood started to be cheerful and soon the singing 
could  be  heard.  This  occurs  everywhere  where  the 
Czechoslovaks are present.'[94]
Amongst the descriptions of the English temperament there could 
be also found that the Czech pilots saw the English as relatively trustful 
nation. Britons believed to what a person said and it seemed that they did 
not take into account that the person could possibly be a liar. They treated 
others according to the saying 'it takes one to know one' which revealed 
and affirmed their discipline. F. Jánský in his work 'Nebeští jezdci' wrote:
'In England the people believe to what one says, this 
is advantageous. However, you have to tell the truth all the 
time, otherwise they do not talk to you.'[95]
On the list of English qualities could not be omitted the modesty. It 
was said that Englishman always used to emphasize the attributes of the 
other Englishman and tried to put himself down. F. Jánský commented on 
this issue:
 'He  speaks  in  plural,  but  it  was  his  merit.  He  is 
modest and I like it, Englishmen give preference to action 
over talking.'[96]
The Czechoslovakian pilots did not fail  to provide the picture of 
English  conservatism  which  frequently  verged  on  incomprehensible 
behaviour.  Britons had to sustain some unwritten societal  norms even 
though they were facing extreme conditions of  war.  The pilots  did not 
understand how was it  possible for  the British people to decently and 
patiently  endure  some  of  the  restrictions  which  were  brought  by  the 
wartime. The force of  habit  was a traditional  leading factor among the 
British circles. F. Fajtl and F. Jánský observed:
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'First lieutenant Baker is very intelligent man who is 
one  hundred  per  cent  English.  During  his  escape  he 
experienced hunger and many hardships, however, he has 
never  failed  to  shave  daily,  although  it  was  just  in  a 
stream.'[97]
'The English are an odd nation. They do not receive 
enough food but  they stay  patiently  in  queues  and say 
nothing.  The  transport  is  broken  up,  there  is  a  lack  of 
buses and trains but they stay patiently in queues and say 
nothing.'[98]
After some time the Czech pilots were even able to predict the 
English  daily  routine.  They  were  familiar  with  the  stereotypes  of  the 
English and with the way they spent their time at home. As a proof can be 
used an example of František Fajtl:
'I  played  at  Englishman:  I  took  a  bath,  ordered 
breakfast  and  then  I  was  reading  through  several 
illustrated magazines on the sofa.'[99]
One of the additional features of the British society described by 
the Czechoslovak pilots was the social classes  that existed in England. 
The pilots were well aware that the society was divided into aristocratic 
class, upper class, middle class and working class. They also knew that 
to be accepted amongst  the inaccessible social  circles of  Britons was 
rather difficult task to accomplish. The Czech pilots were helped by their 
military successes which were widely known thanks to the local press. 
The members  of  the  society  read  the  newspaper  and started  to  take 
interest in the pilots from Czechoslovakia. The English households then 
invited them for dinners or parties and they accepted those invitations 
enthusiastically.  As  a  result  the  Czechoslovakian  pilots  obtained  the 
opportunity to become  a part of the closed British society. A. Vrána in his 
work 'Letec Alois Vašátko' states:
'So that the first fight success of the Czech squadron 
enabled us to penetrate even the closed society circles of 
the English. The prominent Liverpool households invite 
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the  members  of  our  squadron  to  their  homes  and 
friendships  with  the  Britons  are  started  this  way.  The 
Czechs are getting closer to the English, they are getting to 
know each  other.  The  Czechs  are  adapting  to  the  new 
milieu.'[100]
4.3.5  British Women & WAAF Members
The  members  of  WAAF  were  described  as  charming  by  the 
Czechoslovak pilots. This statement could be considered as praise for all 
British women, because the WAAF personnel was mainly comprised of 
Englishwomen  (even  though  the  Czech  women  served  in  it  as  well, 
however,  their  number  was  exiguous  -  around  16).  Back  to  back  the 
Czech pilots had to face a remarkable restriction: they were not allowed 
to go out with WAAF members. Yet, this limitation had to be observed 
only  at  the  air  bases,  whether  the  pilot  had  an  appointment  with  the 
WAAF women at a safe distance from the base, nobody cared about it. 
M. Liskutin was also aware of the beauty of WAAFs:
'One evening on a dark night, while off duty, I was with 
three  other  squadron  pilots  in  the  RAF  Catterick 
Operations Room, just having a look at the situation and 
chatting up the charming WAAFs over a cup of tea.'[101]*
The Englishwomen were in the limelight of the Czech pilots. The 
pilots  were young and they wanted to enjoy the life  as much as they 
could. The young beautiful women were titled by very peculiar names. In 
the book 'Zlomená Křídla' by E. Čejka is written on this issue:
'It is crucial to point out that the beautiful young 
women were called 'Messerschmittes'. The young ladies 
were very pleased by this nickname, they liked the notion 
that they were  able to shoot the pilots down as well.'[102]
As  everything,  even  the  treatment  of  the  men  to  women  was 
determined by unwritten laws in England. It was said that the women are, 
for example, privileged regarding the saluting or that they had to be
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walked by men who goes on the outer side of  the pathway.  This was 
recommended in order to keep the women safe. F. Jánský portrayed this 
in his book 'Nebeští Jezdci' as well:
'In  England  women  have  various  privileges.  For 
example,  it  is  up  to  them to  insinuate to  their  friends 
whether they want to be saluted or not. And in walking, 
you have to keep them in the inner side of the pathway, 
this is a good deal of running across it, it is not like at our 
place  where  we  lead  the  women  always  on  ours 
right.'[103]
 The  relationships  between  the  pilots  and  British  women were 
many times sealed by marriage and by children. It was also written by the 
Czech pilots  that  the  women liked  their  presence and that  they were 
trying to get their affection. This matter is also discussed in the book  
'Když Nelétali':
'When I was at a party once again, I was surprised by 
the women. They were competing in getting our affection, 
the affection of the Czechs.[104]
4.3.6  Weather
As was  widely  known,  the  English  weather  ranked among  the 
typical  British  features.  For  the  pilots  the  weather  was  determinative 
factor. Depending on the weather they were able to fulfil their duties or 
they were forced to stay at the airbase. It is apparent that they mentioned 
weather in their memoirs. So did F. Fajtl and A. Štanc:
'I did not want to wait until the weather would clear up. 
I  knew the local  weather there and I suspected that  the 
murk would not lift for several hours.'[105]
'That  day  the  weather  was  typically  English.  This 
means  that  clouds  touched  the  land  and  sometimes 
occurred  a rain shower.'[106]
The pilots also discovered that the weather was always a topic of 
discussion among Englishmen. Talking about the weather belonged to
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British avocations. The Britons always used to start their talks with the 
topic of weather. This depicted A. Liška in his book 'Jak se plaší smrt':
''Quite lovely night!' he broke the silence. Englishmen 
always start the conversation by the weather topic, he can 
not brake the habit.'[107]
4.3.7 Tea Time
It is said that nothing could prevent the English from drinking their 
tea, not even the war. The Czechoslovak pilots had a flawless opportunity 
to disprove or confirm it. According to the notes of the pilots it could be 
said that the saying was confirmed. As mentioned by the Czech pilots, the 
afternoon  tea  break  was  always  held.  Even  during  the  training,  the 
schedule respected the teatime and at 5 o'clock there was a pause for the 
tea, as stated in A. Vrána's 'Letec Alois Vašátko':
'The time passes fast during the practical training. And 
here  comes  the  'tea  time'.  It  is  before  the  5  pm when, 
according  to  the  English  habit,  is  served  the  afternoon 
snack with tea.[108]
The  Czechoslovak  pilots  soon  discovered  that  the  tea  was 
something  more than just  a  beverage for  the Englishmen.  They were 
soon aware that  drinking the tea was part  of  their  national  habits  and 
customs. F. Jánský delineated it  as follows:
'English tea - the beginning and the end of everything. 
We  are  sitting  and  drinking,  the  warmth  is  spread 
throughout our body. The first cup, the second one. This is 
not  a  tea  it  is  a  narcotic.  The  tea  drinking  is  a 
ceremony.'[109]
4.3.8 Beer & Public Houses
As  was  said  before,  the  pilots  spent  their  free  time 
miscellaneously.  However,  it  must  be  said  that  many  of  them  were 
frequent attenders of the public houses and that they were familiar not 
only with the milieu but with the taste of the English beer as well.
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The setting of the English pub is described by Adolf Vrána in a following 
way: 
'Approximately 2 Km East from the airport stands a 
little  pub  on  the  crossroad.  It  appears  like  from  the 
medieval age. The whole building is made from wood, and 
the inside of the pub gives a scary impression thanks to 
the flaming light of the fireplace fire. The fireplace is big 
enough to enable one to promenade inside it. [110]'
For the majority of the pilots the taste of  the English beer was 
unsatisfactory. It did not have the right flavour nor the right temperature, 
as is described in the book 'V uniformě RAF' by P. Radosta:
'They  welcomed  us  by  chanting  'Czechoslovakia'. 
Than we were drinking with them the bloody swill  which 
has no head and which they called beer mistakenly.'[111]
The  only  inconvenience  was  that  according  to  the  King's 
Regulations, the public houses were opened just until 10:00 pm. Whether 
the pilots wanted to continue in their evening program, they had to move 
to other premises.[112]
4.3.9 Christmas
The  Czechoslovak  pilots  experienced  the  celebrations  of 
Christmas on the English soil as well. For the pilots, the way in which the 
Englishmen celebrated the birth of Christ was unusual. They described 
their Christmas customs as peculiar. This opinion was certainly influenced 
by the the reality that the Czech Christmas celebrations were mainly held 
on the 24th of December, although in England is 24 December regarded 
as any other day in the year. The books 'Letec Alois Vašátko' by A. Vrána 
and 'Když nelétali' by L. Kudrna also discussed this matter:
'In our Christmas dinner participated even some 
Englishmen. By this they got familiar with our traditions and 
they tried to sing the Christmas carols with us, even though 
they did not understand a word. The Christmas week was
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filled by peculiar English customs and here comes the New 
Year 1942.'[113]
'Everything  starts  only  on  the  25th  of  December  in 
here. It is so called Christmas Day which is celebrated as 
well  as  the  December  26  -  so  called  Boxing  Day. 
Englishmen dance and have a good time these days.'[114]
The pilots also made it a point to mention the English Christmas 
pudding which was part of their dinner. Their opinions on it were quite 
favourable, as Č. Sládek stated in 'Osudy palubního střelce':
'As a Christmas dinner meal  we had fried schnitzel 
and  naturally  the  necessary  English  Christmas  pudding 
decorated by fruit and perfumed with a bit of alcohol inside. 
They enjoyed even the English beer poured from can.'[115]
4.3.10 Opinions of the Most Successful Czechoslovak Pilot, 
F/Lt. Karel Kuttelwascher, DFC & Bar 
As another authentic example of the opinions of the Czechoslovak 
pilots regarding England, I present the questionnaire which was compiled 
on my own. The questions were kindly  answered by the respected expert 
who authored the biography of  F/Lt.  Karel  Kuttelwascher,  DFC& Bar - 
Night Hawk: the Biography of Flight Lieutenant Karel Kuttelwascher, DFC 
and Bar, the RAF's Greatest Night Intruder Ace, published in 1985, Roger 
Darlington. Simultaneously, Roger Darlington is son-in-law of  F/Lt. Karel 
Kuttelwascher, DFC& Bar(see Appendix 11.5.4).
F/Lt. Karel Kuttelwascher, DFC& Bar(23.9.1916 - 18.8.1959) was 
born in Svatý Kříž(a village near to Německý(Havlíčkův) Brod). In 1937 
he graduated from ŠODL(Škola pro odborný dorost letectva) in Prostějov. 
On 19 June 1939, he left the Protectorate and came to Poland which he 
soon abandoned for France where he joined the French Foreign Legion. 
He underwent the Foreign Legion training in Algiers, in Sidi-bel-Abbés.
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At the outbreak of the war, he was accepted to the French Armée de l'Air. 
During the battle of France he achieved the number of 2 certain kills and 
1 aircraft he shot down probably. After the French capitulation he joined 
the RAF. He was trained at 55. OTU in Aston Down and he flew Hawker 
Hurricane  type  fighters.  After  the  completion  of  the  training,  he  was 
placed to No.1 Night Fighter Squadron. The No.1 squadron was fulfilling, 
among other tasks, so called 'night intruder' actions. The night intruder 
pilot had to shoot down the enemy aircraft during its taking off or landing. 
So  the  pilots  flew  to  the  Reich's  airbases  and  waited  for  a  suitable 
moment to attack. He shot down 15 enemy bombers over their bases and 
as a  result  he became an outstanding night  intruder  ace.  In  1945 he 
returned  back  to  the  liberated  Czechoslovakia.  However,  in  the  year 
1946, after the dismissal from the Czechoslovak Air Army, he came back 
to England. Then he worked for the British European Airways. He died 
unexpectedly in 18.8. 1959 of a heart attack. He was buried in Uxbridge, 
England.[116]
Below can be found the interview with Roger Darlington:
I. BRITISH CUSTOMS, PEOPLE, MILIEU
1) Did he compare French people to British? Whom did he respect more? 
Why?
 Like all the Czechoslovaks who fought in the Battle of France, he was  
disappointed that the French military was not able to put up a stronger  
resistance to the German invasion in 1940 - but I am not aware that he  
compared French and British people.
 2) How did he find Britain? Did he like the British life style more than the 
Czech one?
Like all the Czechoslovaks who fled to Britain, he admired the British for
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 continuing the resistance to Hitler and for giving him the chance to serve  
in a military unit. There is no reason to suppose that he liked the British 
way of  life  more than the Czech.  He was a patriot  and  proud of  his  
country and its traditions.
 3) How did he like the British people? Did he understand their manners 
soon or did it  take some amount of  time to him to get on with them?
Throughout the whole of his time in the Royal Air Force, he served with  
British (and not Czechoslovak) Squadrons. He married a British woman 
and had three children with her. So he must have liked the British.
4) How hard/easy was it for him to learn English? Did he see it as the 
thing  of  an  utmost  importance  or  did  he  rather  want  to  evade  it?
 I think he picked it up quite easily - otherwise he would not have been  
able to operate in a British squadron and to court a British woman.
5) Which British custom he disliked the most? Why?
I have no idea.
 6) He spent some time in America as well. Did he compare Americans to 
British people? Whom did he like the most and why?
I have no idea.
II. THE RAF, POLITICS & FIGHTING
 7) Did he compare the British style of command to the Czech one? 
Which one he found better?
I have no idea.
8) Was he interested in politics? Did he sympathise with the President
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Beneš or  not?  Did  he read Čechoslovák? Did he write  articles  for  it?
 He was a patriot  and a democrat  which supported the Czechoslovak  
government in  exile.  At  the christening of  his first  child,  Benes sent  a 
message and Masaryk attended.
I think all Czechoslovaks in Britain during the war read Čechoslovák.
9) Did he have good relationships with British fighters in his squadron? 
How did they see him?
They called him "Old Kut" because he was 24 when he joined the Royal  
Air Force and most of the British pilots were around 19.
10) What did he do to relax?
He had a wife and three children.
11)  Did  he  have  any  talisman  or  ritual  before  the  leaving  to  fight?
I do not believe so.
III. FAMILY
12) Did his family know that he was leaving to fight? Did they agreed with 
him and let him go?
I believe that the answer is 'yes' in both cases.
13) Was his family in Czechoslovakia persecuted?
Yes - his younger brother Miroslav was imprisoned.
14) How did the family of his wife receive him? Were they enthusiastic 
about  their  daughter  is  marrying  the  RAF pilot  from Czechoslovakia?
 They were open-minded.
15) Was he thinking about moving his family to liberated Czechoslovakia?
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He did  so  in  the  second  half  of  1945  but  all  members  of  the  family  
returned  to  Britain  in  1946.  He  was  very  uncomfortable  with  political  
developments in post-war Czechoslovakia.
5 POST WAR CZECHOSLOVAKIA:
 OPINIONS ON THE CZECH RAF PILOTS
The Czechoslovak pilots spent around 5 years on the British soil. 
When it  came to the point of their  leaving, many of them had already 
started  families  with  their  British  wives.  They were  tied  to  the  United 
Kingdom by comradeships as well. However, the pilots were patriots and 
they were looking forward to coming back to their  loved homeland for 
which they fought and for which they were ready to die. In the year 1945 
they  were  welcomed  as  heroes  in  the  liberated  Czechoslovakia. 
Nevertheless, 2 years after, in the year 1948, they were pronounced as 
'enemies  of  the  people'  and  were  imprisoned  or  underwent  penal 
servitude. Some of them were lucky enough to leave the country before 
the process. They became exiles for the second time and were never to 
return to live in the Czech lands. The Czechoslovak pilots who fought in 
the  RAF  during  the  World  War  II.  elicited  no  recognition  from  their 
homeland until the 1965. However, they were not fully recognized until the 
1990's.[117]
J. Duda, one of the Czech pilots, declared:
'Until today, the British people fully appreciate every 
pilot who even once took off during the Battle of Britain. 
They regard the pilots  as  national  heroes.  Even though 
many  years  have  passed,  every  single  time  I  came  to 
England I always feel that nothing has changed, I always 
see the gratitude and the attention which I have met in the 
Czech  lands  very  rarely.  For  this  reason  I  am  always 
touched  by  the  behaviour  of  Englishmen  and  I  very 
appreciate  it,  although  there  is  just  a  tiny  group  of  the 
Czechoslovak pilots who fought in RAF left.'[118]
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6 CONCLUSION
The thesis has attempted to gather and analyze information about 
how the Czech pilots who fought in the RAF during the World War II. 
viewed England.  In  addition,  it  has  portrayed the  military  and political 
background which influenced the Czech pilots during the World War II.
The  initial  part  of  the  thesis  is  devoted  to  the  historical 
background of  the World War II.  Next,  there follows a presentation of 
opinions  of  the  Czech  pilots  on  the  European   countries  concerned 
(Poland,  France  and  the  UK)  interspaced  with  the  opinions  of  the 
governments regarding the Czech pilots. Then I discuss the RAF and the 
organization  of  the  Czechoslovak  Air  Army in  Britain.  The last  part  is 
dedicated to the searching and analysing of the opinions of the Czech 
pilots about England and Englishmen.
While researching the thesis, I was able to discover a wealth of 
material  concerning the Czech pilots who served in RAF.  The findings 
broadened my horizons and revealed hitherto unknown facts. Especially 
one of the monograph books, Airmen in Exile, authored by Allan Brown, 
brought an entirely new and more complex view into the issue. 
The  part  of  searching  the  pilots'  opinions  about  England  and 
Englishmen caused relative difficulties to me. Due to the militaristic focus 
of the biographies it was not easy to find the relevant parts and phrases 
which would prove the pilots' point of view about Britain. However, almost 
in every book was finally found what was requested and rather interesting 
tapestry of the Czechoslovak pilots' opinions to England has emerged. 
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9 ABSTRACT
The purpose of the thesis is to gather the information regarding 
the views and opinions about England of the Czech pilots who fought in 
the RAF during the World War II. The author is expected to discover how 
the pilots saw Englishmen and England in every aspect possible as well 
as to portray the military and political background which influenced the 
position of the Czech pilots during the World War II.
The work is composed of three main parts. The first one deals with the 
historical  background and it  carries  the  views  and opinions  about  the 
European countries concerned (Poland, France, the UK) interspaced with 
the opinions of the governments to the Czech pilots.
The second part describes the structure of the Czech Air Forces in 
the RAF and the third  part  is  a tapestry  of  the Czech pilots'  opinions 
regarding England and Englishmen compiled on the basis  of examining 
the pilots' biographies and texts authored by them.
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10  RESUMÉ
Účelem práce je shromáždit informace o názorech Českých pilotů 
bojujících v RAF za II. světové války na Anglii.  Popisuje se zde z různých 
úhlů pohledu, jak Čeští piloti nahlíželi na Angličany a jejich zemi. Také je 
přiblíženo militaristické a politické pozadí doby, které bezpochyby ovlivnily 
postavení Českých pilotů v mezinárodním měřítku během války. Práce se 
skládá ze tří hlavních částí. První se zabývá historií a prezentuje názory 
vlád Polska, Francie a Spojeného Království na České piloty. Také jsou 
zde předloženy názory Českých pilotů na dané země.
Druhá část popisuje strukturu Československého letectva v RAF. 
Třetí část je mozaikou složenou z názorů Českých pilotů na Anglii 
a Angličany. Je sestavena na základě prostudování biografií letců a textů, 
které sepsali sami letci.
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11. APPENDICES
11.1 Original Quotation Texts
[3]
První  kroky  okupantů  vedly  do  posádkových  velitelství,  na  letiště,  do 
vojenských skladů, kasáren, leteckých továren a dílen.
[4]
Německá armáda měla největší zájem získat na svou stranu právě čs. 
letce,  neboť  je  zcela  oprávněně  považovala  za  největší  profesionály. 
Jejich vábničky byly účinné a nejednou končily i českou ostudou.
[7]
A tak krátce po 15. březnu 1939 nejel z Prahy k Moravské Ostravě ani 
jeden vlak,  který by nevezl  skupinku československých letců,  která se 
snažila  vyhlížet  nenápadně  a  klidně.  Dnes  již  není  možno  ani  podle 
archívních pramenů zjistit, kdo z nich byl první.
[8]
Přes  hranice  se  dostávali  různými  způsoby.  Ve  většině  případů  je 
přecházeli  s  pomocí  průvodců  pěšky  ve  směru  Hamry-Bílý  Kříž-Dolní 
Lomná nebo Frýdek-Ligotkak.
[9]
Brzy  ráno  11.  června  jsme  vyrazili  do  Rožnova  a  odtud  to  Hutiska-
Solanec všichni jako turisté s batohy na zádech. Podle pokynů poručíka 
Zbořila  jsme  našli  pana  řídícího  učitele  Cyrila  Macha  v  jeho  škole  v 
Zákopčí.  Po krátkém hovoru jsme se vrátili  do hostince pana Baroše, 
odkud jsme v jedenáct hodin všichni odjeli jeho autodrožkou "Pragou" do 
hor. ... Po příkrém svahu jsme sešli do údolí a proměnili se v exulanty. Za 
několik minut jsme narazili na polské celníky. Zastavili nás bez násilí a 
dali najevo, abychom je následovali.
[10]
Budíček ve 4 hodiny. Ráno dosti chladné, ale slunečné. Odjezd vlaku v 
5.30 z vítkovického nádraží. Příjezd do Místku přes most ke smluvenému 
srazu s onou dámou, která nám má umožnit přechod. Místo srazu bylo 
zvoleno  500  m  od  mostu  proti  toku  vody  u  lávky.  Jako  poznávací 
zunamení  jsem obdrřel  modrý  kapesníček....  Cesta  vede přes  Místek, 
Dobrou na Pazdernu k hraničnímu domku. Ponejvíce vesnicemi po silnici 
ke konci lesa a mezi poli.
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[11]
Druhý den odjíždíme jako turisté na Radhošť. Přespáváme v Rožnově 
pod Radhoštěm a další den večer jsme v Kunčičkách, odkud máme podle 
instrukcí Pavla odjet nákladním vlakem do Polska. Ale vyskytla se nová 
potíž,  někde něco neklape a je opět nutno odložit  odjezd. Vracíme se 
proto do Moravské Ostravy do známé restaurace. Zde bylo rozhodnuto, 
že příští den přejdeme přes Bílý Kříž za doprovodu našeho hostinského.
[13]
Po delším složitém jednání  nabídla francouzská vláda přijmout  zhruba 
čtyří tisíce československých vojáků do smutně proslulé cizinecké legie.
[14]
Proto  bylo  rozhodnuto,  aby  československá  vojenská  skupina  byla 
přesunuta  na  Západ  a  v  Polsku  měla  zůstat  pouze  malá  symbolická 
jednotka.
[26]
Po  kapitulaci  Francie  evakuace  československých  letců,  i  když  se  v 
chaosu  událostí  a  napsrosté  dezorganizaci  neobešla  bez  těžkostí  a 
omylů, byla provedena bez větších ztrát a všechny lodě dříve či později 
odpluly do anglických přístavů.
[33]
Spory  mezi  představiteli  československého  buržoazního  politického  a 
vojenského  vedení  nebyly  náhodné,  ale  měly  hlubší  kořeny. 
Charakterizovaly  československou  buržoazní  zahraniční  emigraci  na 
Západě již v Polsku, později ve Francii a v různých variacích a intenzitě 
tyto spory přetrvávaly i ve Velké Británii až do konce války.
[46]
Nové osádky bombardovacích letounů odcházely od výcvikové letky do 
operační  činnosti  dokonale  vycvičeny  ...   Každý  z  těchto  osádek  byl 
vycvičen tak,  aby mohl  svůj  první  operační  let  absolvovat  s  vědomím 
dokonalé přípravy.
[56]
V průběhu druhé světové války nebylo v podstatě bojiště, na němž by se 
nebyl v bojovém úkolu podílel československý letec.
[58]
Moje sladká Francie nevypadala na bohatou zemi. Vše se mi zdálo být 
zastaralé, šedivé, neuspořádané. Vše, co jsem o Francii znal, bylo nějak 
chybné. A francouzská armáda, kterou jsem viděl kolem sebe, určitě 
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nevypadala  na sílu,  která  by se mohla  postavit  Hitlerovi  na odpor...  a 
zvítězit!
[63]
Máme na stanici  hřiště všeho druhu,  koupelny,  sprchy,  v  důstojnické i 
poddůstojnické jídelně výborné nápoje a sympatickou obsluhu sličných 
letušek v uniformě.
[67]
Tohle zde se zdá vše zdravé a čisté, jako když přijdeš z domácnosti líné 
ženské,  která  si  občas  i  s  tatínkem  přihne  s  flašky,  do  pořádné  a 
spořádané domácnosti. To je můj osobní názor.
[69]
Pro srovnání  s  naším odchodem z Bordeaux zde byl  nádherný obraz 
klidu a organizační zdatnosti, jakou  člověk často nevidí.
[71]
Poměr  mezi  důstojníky  a  mužstvem  není  dosti  správný.  Mnozí  z 
důstojníků se chovají příliš důvěrně k můžstvu, což jest mnohdy příčinou 
nenostatečného respektu.
[72]
Překvapuje nás, že nás angličtí vojáci všude vojensky ukázněně zdraví, 
ač nosíme stejnokroje československého letectva. Všude vládne dojem 
nehonosnosti, jednoduchosti, hlavně však samozřejmosti.
[73]
Seržant  mu  dokonce  projevil  svou  přízeň  typickým trhnutím  hlavy  do 
strany.  Připomnělo  mu  to  první  dny  po  příjezdu  do  Anglie.  Dlouho 
Angličany litoval.  Domníval  se,  že mají pocuchané nervy z těch blitzů. 
Teprve  později  přišel  na  to,  že  tohle  potrhování  hlavou  není  nervová 
porucha, ale jen způsob důvěrnějšího pozdravu.
[75]
Českoslovenští  letci  313.  perutě  nebyli  rovněž  zpočátku  spokojeni  s 
anglickým pozemním personálem. Naši letci nechápali jeho "pomalost" a 
flegmatickou povahu.
[76]
Třistatřináctníci  dostali  jako  obvykle  nejtěžší  úkol.  ...  Byla  to  však  pro 
Čechoslováky velká pocta; tím bylo naznačeno, že jsou považováni za 
nejlepší peruť.
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[77]
Uniformy  vojáka  RAF  jsou  bezvadně  šité,  snad  každému  na  míru, 
poněvadž každý vypadá, jako by vyšel právě od krejčího. ... Každý voják 
má pěkné boty, žádné bagány. Letectvo má lehké boty, jako civilní.
[78]
... Přetáhl přes hlavu bílý služební svetr. Je teplý, z pravé ovčí vlny. ... 
Potom si obléká batldres a natahuje vysoké letecké boty. Jsou vyloženy 
beránkem a je v nich jako v pokojíčku. Král na letcích nešetří, výstroj je 
kvalitní.
[79]
A  opět  překvapil  Amos.  Na  slunnou  palubu  přinesl  několik  učebnic 
angličtiny a již nyní studuje. Tvoří se kolem něho hlouček, který již za 
chvíli vede do práce. Spojuje tak rekreaci s přípravou do Anglie.
[80]
V krákté době se seznamujeme s novým názvoslovím. Peruť je squadron, 
letka flight A nebo B, hotovost readiness a celá řada dalších názvů, které 
později pronikají i do naší češtiny.
[81]
Vysedávání  na  učebně,  někdy  i  na  letištní  ploše  mělo  splnit  jeden 
bezpodmínečný cíl:  naučit  československé letce sloužící  v Královských 
leteckých  silách  ovládat  jazyk,  jímž se  tu  hovořilo.  A tak  se  přidávaly 
hodiny  gramatiky  i  konverzace,   zpaměti  se  učily  základní  odborné 
vojenské termíny.
[83]
Moc jsem tehdy anglicky neuměl. Právě jazyk byl největším problémem 
všech  Čechoslováků.  ...  Velitel  squadrony  našel  jednoho  belgického 
pilota,  který výborně ovládal angličtinu,  a ten mě musel denně několik 
hodin učit anglicky.
[84]
Často ho vidím ve společnosti  education officera,  kterého zaměstnává 
studiem  angličtiny  značně  více  než  ostatní.  Jeho  znalost  němčiny  a 
francouzštiny mu nyní pomáhá ve studiu angličitny.
[85]
Největším problémem byla angličtina,  ale i  tu jsme brzy zvládli.  Jednu 
zajímavost: Stejně rychle jako anglicky se učili i naši instruktoři česky, a 
jak...  To  vám  ani  nemusím  vyprávět.  Vzpomínám  si  na  jednoho 
mechanika, který se velmi rychle naučil česky a dokonce s typicky 
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pražským přízvukem.
[86]
Když se Pavel představuje do telefonu, jsou Angličané bezradní, jméno 
Řeřicha je pro ně hrozné.
[87]
Belgičané,  měl  jsem  jich  u  peruti  pět,  projevovali  zájem  o  let 
temperamentněji než klidní Britové.
[88]
Díky všem těm drobným, ale přitom nesmírně vítaným pozornostem bylo 
znát, že srdce "chladného" Angličana dokáže být i vřele lidské.
[89]
Avšak překvapujícím vítězstvím se docílilo ještě víc: Britové začali chápat 
život a boj z jiných hledisek než z pozice jejich pohodlného optimismu a 
neuvěřitelně naivního pacifismu.
[90]
Mentalitu  Angličana je velmi  těžké pochopit.  Jsou,  řekl  bych,  otrlejší  a 
méně přístupní nějakému citu.
[91]
A přece i zde "doma" jsou ukáznění, pozorní jeden ke druhému ve veselí i 
v hrách.
[94]
Nálada  stoupala  a  brzy  se  začalo  zpívat  jako  všude,  kde  jsou 
Čechoslováci.
[95]
Oni vůbec v Anglii hodně dají na to, co se říká, to je dobré. Musíte ale 
pořád mluvit pravdu, jinak se pak s vámi nebaví.
[96]
Mluví v množném číle, ale povedlo se to jemu. Je skromný, to se mi líbí, 
Angličané pusou moc nelétají.
[97]
Nadporučík Baker je velmi inteligentní člověk a stoptocentní Angličan. Na 
svém útěku zakusil  mnoho hladu a strádání, ale nikdy se nezapomněl 
každý den oholit, třeba jenom u potoka.
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[88]
Angličané jsou divný národ. Dostávají málo jídla, stojí a trpělivě čekají ve 
frontách, nic neříkají. Doprava je rozrušena, autobusů a vlaků je málo, 
stojí a trpělivě čekají ve frontách, nic neříkají.
[89]
Hrál jsem si na Angličana: dal jsem si lázeň, objednal si snídani a pak 
jsem na pohovce pročítal ilustrované časopisy.
[100]
A tak  první  bojový  úspěch  české  perutě  umožnil,  abychom  pronikli  i 
uzavřeným spoleřenským kruhem Angličanů. Přední liverpoolské rodiny 
zvou příslušníky perutě do svých domů a navazují se tak prátelství, Češi 
se sbližují s Aličany, poznávají se navzájem a přizpůsobují se novému 
prostředí.
[102]
Nutno  podotknout,  že  naši  stíhači  nazývali  hezké  mladé  ženy 
"messerschmitky". Dívky byly touto přezdívkou velmi polichoceny, že ony 
mohou rovněž některého z našich stíhačů sestřelit.
[103]
V Anglii mají ženy různé výsady. Naznačí třeba na ulici, zda si přejí, aby 
známý  je  při  setkání  pozdravil.  A  musíte  je  vodit  po  vnitřní  straně 
chodníku, jo to přebíhání, ne jako u nás pořád po pravé ruce.
[104]
Byl jsem též zase jednou na zábavě a byl jsem překvapen ženama, které 
se přímo předstihovaly o přízeň nás, Čechů.
[105]
Nechtěl jsem čekat, až se vyjasní, tamní počasí jsem dost znal a tušil 
jsem, že mlha se nezvedne několik hodin.
[106]
Počasí bylo toho dne typicky anlgické, to znamená, že mraky se dotýkaly 
země a do toho se občas spustil déšť.
[107]
"Docela pěkná noc!" prolomil ticho. Angličané vždycky začínají rozhovor 
počasím, nemůže přece jinak.
[108]
Při praktickém vyučování čas rychle ubíhá a nastává "tea time", to je před 
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pátou hodinou, kdy se podle anglického zvyku podává odpolední svačina 
s čajem.
[109]
Anglický čaj - začátek a konec všeho. Sedíme, popíjíme, teplo se nám 
rozlévá  po  celém  těle.  Jeden  šálek,  druhý  šálek.  To  není  čaj,  to  je 
narkotikum. Pití čaje je obřad.
[110]
Asi dva kilometry na východ od letiště stojí u křížovatky silnic malá 
hospoda, pocházející snad ze středověku. Celá budova je ze dřeva a v 
nálevně či baru působí vše přímo strašidelným dojmem při plápolavém 
osvětlení ohněm velkého krbu, v němž by ses mohl i procházet.
[111]
Přivítali nás skandováním "Czechoslovakia". Potom jsme s nimi popíjeli tu 
prokletou břečku bez pěny, kterou oni omylem nazývají pivem.
[113]
I několik Angličanů se zúčastnilo naší štědrovečerní večeře. Seznámili se 
tak  s  našimi  obyčeji  a  ač  nerozuměli,  snažili  se  zpívat  s  námi  naše 
vánoční  písně.  Vánoční  týden  byl  vyplněn  svéráznými  vánočními 
anglickými zvyklostmi a míjí i Nový rok 1942.
[114]
Všechno zde začíná teprve 25. prosince, to je tak zvaný Christmas Day, 
který se slaví stejně jako 26. prosinec, tzv. Boxing Day. V tyto dny se 
Angličané veselí a věnují tanci a zábavě.
[115]
K štědrovečernímu jídlu se na stole objevil smažený řízek a samozřejmě 
nezbytný anglický pudink, ozdobený ovocem a příjemně vonící troškou 
alkoholu v něm. I anglické pivo nalévané přímo z konve jim chutnalo.
[118]
Britové si dodnes váží každoho letce, který třeba jen jedenkrát v Battle of 
Britain vzlétl, a pokládají jej za národního hrdinu. Kdykoliv jsem mohl do 
Anglie přijet, citím i po tolika letech, že se na této verzi nic nezměnilo, 
všude vidím vděk a pozornost, s níž jsem se v Čechách málokdy setkal. 
Jsem proto pokaždé dojat a moc si přístupu Angličanů vážím, byť nás 
přímých aktérů již zůstalo tak málo.
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11.2 Samples of the Aircraft Flown by the Czechoslovak Pilots 
in France
11.2.1 Fighter Aircraft
11.2.1.1 Bloch MB 125
Source: CHANT, Chris. Letouny druhé světové války. Praha: Svojtka&Co.,s.r.o., 2008, 
p.47. ISBN 978-80-7238-233-1.
11.2.1.2 Dewoitine D.520
Source: CHANT, Chris. Letouny druhé světové války. Praha: Svojtka&Co.,s.r.o., 2008, 
p. 104. ISBN 978-80-7238-233-1.
11.2.1.3 Morane-Saulnier MS.406
Source: CHANT, Chris. Letouny druhé světové války. Praha: Svojtka&Co.,s.r.o., 2008, 
p. 249. ISBN 978-80-7238-233-1.
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11.2.2 Bomber Aircraft
11.2.2.1Bloch MB. 200
Source: CHANT, Chris. Letouny druhé světové války. Praha: Svojtka&Co.,s.r.o., 2008, 
p. 50. ISBN 978-80-7238-233-1.
11.3 Samples of the aircraft flown by the Czechoslovak pilots 
in the RAF
11.3.1 Fighter Aircraft
11.3.1.1 Hawker Hurricane Mk I
Source: CHANT, Chris. Letouny druhé světové války. Praha: Svojtka&Co.,s.r.o., 2008, 
p. 161. ISBN 978-80-7238-233-1.
11.3.1.2 Hawker Hurricane Mk II
Source: CHANT, Chris. Letouny druhé světové války. Praha: Svojtka&Co.,s.r.o., 2008, 
p. 162. ISBN 978-80-7238-233-1.
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11.3.1.3 Spitfire F.Mk IX
Source: CHANT, Chris. Letouny druhé světové války. Praha: Svojtka&Co.,s.r.o., 2008, 
p. 297. ISBN 978-80-7238-233-1.
11.3.1.4 Supermarine Spitfire Mk VA
Source: CHANT, Chris. Letouny druhé světové války. Praha: Svojtka&Co.,s.r.o., 2008, 
p. 298. ISBN 978-80-7238-233-1.
11.3.2 Bomber Aircraft
11.3.2.1 Vickers Wellington Mk X
Source: CHANT, Chris. Letouny druhé světové války. Praha: Svojtka&Co.,s.r.o., 2008, 
p. 304. ISBN 978-80-7238-233-1.
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11.3.2.2 Liberator GR Mk V
Source: Wartime Colours. HURT, Zdeněk. Czechs in the RAF in Focus. Walton on 
Thames: Red Kite, 2004. ISBN 0-9538061-9-7.  
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11.4 School report of G/Cpt. Josef Duda, CBE
Source: Příloha VII.DUDA, Zbyněk Miloš. Velitel stíhacího letectva: Životní osudy 
G/Cpt. RAF, Brig. gen. let. Josefa Dudy, CBE (1905-1977). 1. vyd. Praha: Naše vojsko, 
2005. ISBN 80-206-0779-X. 
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11.5 Photos of the Czechoslovak airman
11.5.1 No.310 Czechoslovak Squadron
Source:Příloha. RAJLICH, Jiří. Esa na obloze. Praha: Naše Vojsko, 2004. ISBN 80-
206-0720-X. 
11.5.2 Alert practice of the No. 312 Czechoslovak Squadron
Source: Příloha. RAJLICH, Jiří. Esa na obloze. Praha: Naše Vojsko, 2004. ISBN 80-
206-0720-X. 
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11.5.3 The Czechoslovak pilots' Rest
Source:Příloha. RAJLICH, Jiří. Esa na obloze. Praha: Naše Vojsko, 2004. ISBN 80-
206-0720-X. 
11.5.4 F/Lt Karel Kuttelwasher, DFC&Bar
Source:HURT, Zdeněk. Czechs in the RAF in Focus. Walton on Thames: Red Kite, 
2004, p. 62. ISBN 0-9538061-9-7. 
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11.6  Badges of the Czechoslovak Squadrons
11.6.1 No. 310 Fighter Squadron 11.6.2 No. 311 Bomber Squadron
Source:Czechoslovak squadrons in RAF.  Source:Czechoslovak squadrons in RAF. 
Militaryphotos [online]. 2012. Avaliable from: Militaryphotos [online]. 2012. 
http://www.militaryphotos.net/forums/album. from:http://www.militaryphotos.net/forums/
php?albumid=604&attachmentid=92400 album.php?albumid=604&attachmentid=
[Retreived  9 April 2012] 92401.[Retreived  9 April 2012]
11.6.3 No. 312 Fighter Squadron 11.6.4 No. 313 Fighter Squadron
Source:Czechoslovak squadrons in RAF.  Source:Czechoslovak squadrons in RAF. 
Militaryphotos [online]. 2012. Avaliable from: Militaryphotos [online]. 2012. Avaliable from:
http://www.militaryphotos.net/forums/album.  http://www.militaryphotos.net/forums/album.
php?albumid=604&attachmentid=92402. php?albumid=604&attachmentid=92403. 
[Retreived  9 April 2012] [Retreived  9 April 2012]
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11.7 Uniforms of the Czechoslovak pilots
11.7.1 Uniform 1. 11.7.2 Uniform 2. 11.7.3 Uniform 3. 
Source:Exponáty. Czech Spitfire Club [online]. Available from: 
http://www.czechspitfireclub.cz/?sekce1=exponaty. [Retreived  9 April 2012]
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11.8 Photographies from my album (taken in the Imperial War 
Museum North, Manchester, 9 January 2012)
11.8.1 Flying jacket, boots 11.8.2 Flying helmet
and gauntlets
11.8.3 Life vest (Mae-vest type) 11.8.4 Air-gunner trousers & 
Life vest
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11.9 Newspaper articles
11.9.1 100. výročí narození válečného pilota plk. Josefa Gutvald
Source: VOCHYÁN, Josef "Joe". 100. výročí narození válečného pilota plk. Josefa 
Gutvalda. Jihlavské Listy: Noviny Kraje Vysočina. 2011, XXII, č. 103. 
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11.9.2 Div. gen. Alois Kubita, C.B.E.
Source: Div.gen. Alois Kubita, C.B.E. Jihlavské Listy: Noviny Kraje Vysočina. 2012, 
XXIII, č. 7. 
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11.9.3 Před 70 lety se bili o Británii
Source: CHUDOBOVÁ, Anna. Před 70 lety se bili o Británii. Kraj Vysočina: Měsíčník 
pro občany Vysočiny. 2010, roč. 7, č. 9. 
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11.10 Replicas
I  bought  these  replicas  in  the  United  Kingdom in  the  year  2011.  The 
original replicas are in my possession. The replicas were produced and 
designed  by  the  Memorabilia  Pack  Co.  16  Forth  Street,  Edinburgh,
EH1 3LH
11.10.1 RAF Pass - cover
11.10.1 RAF Pass
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11.10.2 Combat report
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11.10.3 Instructions in case of capture
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11.10.4 Flying Duties leaflet - front
11.10.4 Flying Duties leaflet - front II.
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11.10.4 Flying Duties leaflet - back
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11.10.5 Fighter Fund Appeal
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11.10.6 Trade cards - front
84
11.10.6 Trade cards - back
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11.10.7 Postcards
11.10.7.1 Tomahawk
11.10.7.2 Hymn for the RAF 
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11.10.7.3 Hawker Hurricane
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11.10.8 Taking Off! Booklet - cover
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11.10.9  Air Mail
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11.10.10 Daily Sketch
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